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Abstract
Laboratory medicine is an evidence-based medicine which involves a set of medical diagnosis conducted on tissues, fluids, or other specimens to assist clinical staff 
and medical doctors in disease diagnosis and patients treatment. Chemical, cytological, haematological, microbiological, histological, and molecularly techniques are 
employed in the process of acquiring the diagnostic results. Quality assurance of the medical laboratory is regulated and accredited by international standardisation 
organisations. The whole process of patient-centred laboratory medicine could be described into five stages: screening of diseases, risk identification and stratification, 
clinical diagnosis, selection of medical treatment by physicians and continuous monitoring of drug efficacy and side effects. It was reported that the pre-analytical 
process is the major laboratory errors and thus elimination of these errors is critical for maintaining patient-centred laboratory medicine. Advanced development of 
molecular medicine and automation of clinical system requires development of laboratory medicine while systematic quality management should be maintained for 
good quality of medical practice. Foreseeably further laboratory medicine may contribute to targeted therapy and personalised management.
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Introduction
Change of laboratory medicine: From additional auxiliary 
for medical plan to first-line diagnosis

Laboratory medicine is an evidence-based medicine which is a set 
of medical diagnosis conducted on tissues, fluids, or other specimens 
to assist clinical staff and medical doctors in disease diagnosis and 
patients, treatment [1,2]. Chemical, cytological, haematological, 
microbiological, histological, and molecularly techniques are employed 
in the process of acquiring the diagnostic results. The medical laboratory 
has developed for over a century. It originally served in implementing 
an auxiliary procedure for disease identification. In the early  20th 
century, laboratory testing was merely engaged in conducting some basic 
chemical and physiological analyses like glycolytic analysis, blood gas, 
and microscopic analyses like counts of blood cells and identification of 
bacterial or fungal species causing an infection. Aided by the industrial 
and informatics development as well as the advanced research studies in 
genomics, proteomics, metabolomics and the corresponding biomedical 
relationship, clinical diagnosis is becoming more and more important. 
Currently medical planning is determined not only by clinical analysis 
from physicians but also relies on the medical report from laboratory 
medicine. In today’s hospital systems, Over 70% of the decisions of 
medical treatments rely on diagnostic results from the medical laboratory 
[3] which implies that laboratory medicine has become the first-line 
health monitoring to the public. Therefore, quality control, assurance 
and management of laboratory medicine are essential to ensure the high 
quality of public health.

Patient-centred laboratory medicine and standardisation

Accuracy and precision of the test results are essential criteria 
for laboratory medicine, hence, systematic quality assurance is 
the cornerstone of clinical laboratory processing. There are two 

associated systems for medical laboratory accreditation: International 
standard system for medical laboratory, ISO15189:2012 offered by 
International Organization for Standardization [4,5] which provides 
international standards in medical laboratory and, a US system, 
accreditation of laboratory through College of American Pathologists 
(CAP accreditation) which is an accreditation programme based on 
ISO15189[6].

Building blocks of patient-centred laboratory medicine 
and improvement
Essential elements in patient-centred laboratory medicine

The key elements in patient-centred laboratory medicine can be 
described in 5 processes, including disease screening, risk identification 
and stratification, diagnostic analysis, medical treatment selection and 
follow-up monitoring. During the screening, physicians may make a 
primary study of the cause of the disease by clinical investigation and 
examination during the consultation and identify the risk factors of 
the patients. Based on the proposed risk factors, they will request the 
patients to provide specimens for disease screening and diagnosis. 
Blood specimens are usually collected by a phlebotomist and while 
faecal and urine-related specimens are usually collected by point-of-
care (POC) kits or special collection bottles provided by patients. The 
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specimens will be stored at the appropriate condition and delivered to 
the laboratory (i.e. pre-analytical process). Hence, during screening 
and risk stratification, the key elements are investigational validity and 
accuracy, collection method, delivery condition, temporary storage 
time and, disease and risk classification.

Diagnostic testing (analytical and pre-analytical process) contains 
the best quality control because medical standardisation and quality 
management system like ISO15189 are well established. There is a list 
of analytical variables that need to be monitored including sample 
labelling and registration, equipment and device performance, 
chemical validity, automated system performance, sample quality 
control, management of documentation for protocols, test reports, 
clinical reports, audit/quality assurance certificates and maintenance 
records, staff training and performance, environmental quality control 
etc. To rule out the uncertainty, planning for a regular internal audit 
for quality assurance (e.g. once every 6 months) and an annual external 
audit is suggested.

The most suitable treatment plan will be given to the patients after 
the final decision from medical doctors which is based on the results 
of the clinical laboratory report as well as the actual health condition 
of the patients. However, the control of treatment selection cannot 
be well established because it relies on the clinical experience of the 
medical doctors. Therefore, physicians should have a continuous study 
of medical diagnosis and therapeutics. A continuous monitoring will 
also be carried out on the patients in order to confirm the efficacy of 
the drugs, health condition of the patients and early detection of the 
side effects. Any abnormal conditions found should be reported to the 
corresponding medical doctor who can then adjust the treatment plan 
immediately. Monitoring can be well managed by good recording and 
documentation practice. Automation and computing system for medical 
record may enhance the quality control in this process (Figure 1) [2,7].

Horvath and Pewsner suggested that regular systematic review 
on the quality management in medical laboratory is important. 
They introduced some key points of a systematic review protocol 
for laboratory medicine assessment including clinical study design, 
screening and selection of patients, validity of reference test materials, 
interpretation and analysis of the results [8].

To support effective practice in patient-centred laboratory 
medicine, the above key elements are critical and essential while they 
are not the end of the list. By the innovation of clinical diagnosis, further 
improvements in laboratory practice are necessarily important. In the 
following section improvement of patient-centred laboratory medicine 
in terms of error control, staff training, and innovative adaptation and 
technical transfer will be discussed.

Root causes of clinical laboratory test failures and 
management

In a clinical laboratory practice, for example, a hospital clinical 
laboratory, there are several points for generation of inadequate testing 
results including sample collection error (pre-analytical), testing error 
(analytical error) and data interpretation error (post-analytical error) 
(Figure 2) [3]. The major testing errors in the past could be about the 
human mediated events such as wrong labelling and mismatch of 
samples, addition of an incorrect volume of solution, using invalid 
reagents, and making errors in calculations etc. By the development of 
medical machine and system, machine-driven or system-driven errors 
will also be considered as one of the testing errors. However, nowadays 
testing errors and data interpretation errors are seldom found in the 

clinical laboratory in a hospital since the public hospital system has 
developed a fully automated system for clinical tests [3]. The automated 
system contains three key parts: an automated sample registration 
system, automated all-in-one diagnostic testing system and computer 
based analysis. Each part is well-established and organised with stage-
dependent examination or key point monitoring. As a result, analytical 
and post-analytical errors are under control.

On the other hand, pre-analytical errors are the critical issues, 
especially during specimen collection. For example, haemolysis due 
to temperature variation or induction of disinfectant and inadequate 
quantity during phlebotomy, high temperature used for temporary 
storage of stool specimens and biopsies, wrong collection procedure 
or even wrong labelling of specimens usually reduce the quality of 
the specimens. Since this is the source of the origin, low quality of 
specimens may generate invalid test results and affect the medical 
decision for patients. Therefore, control of pre-analytical procedures is 
definitely essential and crucial. To improve the quality and validity of 
laboratory medicine, regular examination and root cause analysis for 
the critical failure at pre-testing stage by setting up appropriateness of 
test requests and screening, patient identification, request and order 
management, sample collection, identification and transportation 
and acceptance/rejection criteria in accordance with the international 
standard ISO15189:2012 [9].

Meanwhile, there is a trend of point-of-care kit application in the 
public health system. It is a good idea that patients regularly examine 
their health condition outside hospitals in an easy and convenient way. 
However, there is always a big drawback is that the data collection is 
controlled by the patients themselves which may also become a source 
of discrepancy. Some of the tests like glycaemic test, a test for basal urine 
chemistry or faecal microbial composition analysis, strictly rely on the 
quality of the original source. Since the POC samples come from out-
patients, there may be a potential variation against the true value for 
the following reasons: a patient may not follow the regulations to adjust 
his or her diet (like starvation), misuse of the POC kit, environmental 
variations to the POC kit and there is a small percentage of people who 
may even try to “manipulate” their sample source for a better result. 
Hence, POC kits may bring us an easier way for health monitoring and 
screening while control of the sample quality is still a challenging task 
for laboratory medicine. It is believed that proper education for home-
based medical tests and training of first-line staff for sample collection 
is critical for pre-analytical quality management. Performance tests for 
the kit can be given to healthcare staff or even the patients if necessary.

Ideas for future patient-centred laboratory medicine 
and further improvements
Proposed future approach of patient care pathway in patient-
centred laboratory medicine

Current approach in a clinic or small-scale hospital: Clinic 
examination of the patients is offered by medical doctors. The doctors 
give drugs to patients according to their symptoms and the physical 
examination. If the patient is not cured and revisits the clinic, the 
medical doctor may request a special clinical laboratory test for the 
patient. The medical laboratory will send a medical report to the 
corresponding doctor for final review and consideration. The medical 
doctor can adjust the treatment plan for the patient at the next visit. 
The problem of the current practice is that the time period taken to 
diagnose a disease is relatively long as it may rely on the experience 
of the doctors as well as self-alertness of the patient. For some severe 
cases like acute hepatitis, pathogenic infections or sepsis, the time for 
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Figure 1.  General medical laboratory processing. Five major parts in sequential order. patient screening, risk identification, clinical diagnosis, medical treatment selection and continuous 
monitoring. Treatment and monitoring will be adjusted from time to time according to the condition of the patients [7].

Figure 2. Common errors found in medical laboratory processing. Three types of errors could be identified. pre-analytical errors (sample collection and delivery), analytical errors (during 
testing) and post-analytical errors (data analysis and medical report preparation) [3].

Figure 3.  Suggested new approach of medical service in clinics and hospitals and the correspondent pathway. For consideration of the future medical service, suggestions are for at least 
four key stakeholders. patients, physicians and nurses in frontline medical unit, medical technologists for molecular diagnosis and health monitoring team. POC. point-of-care.
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treatment is extremely important. Rapid diagnosis with appropriate 
therapy for patients is pivotal. Hence, future patient-centred laboratory 
medicine should connect the frontline medical care (i.e. medical 
doctors and nurses) and clinical examination (i.e. medical diagnostic 
laboratory) as a general medical approach.

The medical record nowadays includes the treatment plans used, 
surgery record, medical examinations undertaken as well as some 
clinical results from the medical laboratory requested by the physicians. 
To augment the informativeness of the patient’s record, consideration 
of the involvement of the genetic background may contribute to reduce 
the chances of developing drug allergy and other potential threat to the 
patient from the genetic defects. It is suggested that there could be an 
enhanced medical service for the public.

With reference to Dr. Price for the development of evidence-based 
laboratory medicine cycle [10,11], a city with large populations could 
redevelop its clinical systems as follows: When a patient comes to the 
clinic, a medical doctor from frontline medicine (primary health care 
unit) should examine the symptoms of the patients and ask for the 
medical history. The doctor then may provide patients with primary 
drugs for treatment. Different patients are required to send their 
specimens (for example, blood, stool, urine or other body fluids) to the 
medical laboratory for molecular diagnosis. Some new patients may 
send their body cells for genetic defect screening while this procedure 
requires patient’s consent. After that the medical laboratory will send 
a medical test report to the central medical database as well as a copy 
to frontline medicine department for backup. Doctors in the primary 
health care unit will give an appointment slip to the patient for follow-
up treatment. A medical doctor from frontline medicine (follow-up 
treatment unit) then will adjust the drug combination and dosage in 
accordance with the medical test report, clinical observations as well 
as the genetic background of the patient. The patient will be given a 
basic POC device for regular health examination at home. Any adverse 
event will be sent to adverse event report centre followed by frontline 
medicine (follow-up treatment) for follow-up action (Figure 3). Based 
on the clinical diagnosis, and drug usage adjustment, this personalised 
therapeutic approach may be beneficial for improving the public health 
shield.

The management system should have regular assessments to 
maintain its quality. Frontline medicine-laboratory-monitoring 
system should have annual quality assessment under several quality 
management regulations like ISO or CAP systems. Main assessment 
criteria should be focused on the average treatment time for a patient, 
patient cure rate and revisit rate, treatment cost and maintenance cost. 
Some frontier laboratories like American Association for Clinical 
Chemistry have started to develop certain guidelines for quality 
management for laboratory medicine [12]. 

Adaptation to new innovative applications and future 
laboratory medicine

It is also suggested that a unit of research and development (R&D) 
be established. This R&D is independent of the testing department aims 
at designing and developing research studies for clinical application 
tests for new innovative biotechnology, assisting in technical transfer 
in clinical biochemistry, conducting certification and auditing for new 
clinical technologies [7,13], improvement of current clinical laboratory 
examinations and assistance with internal auditor for quality 
management. It could be seen that the majority of devices and testing 
kits from clinical biotechnology companies have passed the quality 
control analysis while re-examination in the actual clinical laboratory 

is critical because of the environmental variations [14,15]. It is believed 
that new test analysis may maintain the precision and accuracy of the 
clinical tests in daily practice which could be functional in adjustment 
of testing procedures and develop troubleshooting guide for the staff 
(Figure 4).

Molecular diagnosis development is the future trend in medicine 
and has become the frontline in disease identification [16]. Genomics 
and biomarkers based personalised medicine in some human diseases 
like cancer therapy and cardiovascular diseases have been under 
clinical testing in recent years [17-19]. There is a systematic programme 
in computing based diagnostic analysis available for clinical science 
technologies which may facilitate the development of molecular 
diagnosis and new technology transfer [20].

Change of work and responsibility of the laboratory 
staff: from “technician” to “technologist”

In the past and even current practice in some district hospitals, 
the structure of a clinical laboratory usually follows the top-down 
approach of ordering and labour-dependent workflow, i.e. a medical 
doctor or a medical laboratory specialist like biochemical/biomedical 
professor with one to two technical officers (usually called chemists) 
managing the work of several senior members as medical technologists 
who supervise a large team of technicians. A medical doctor or medical 
laboratory specialist serves as the team head and consultant for final 
approval of the medical test report and quality management of the 
whole team. Technical officers are reviewers of the test results and 
they are responsible for managing the daily duties of the laboratory 
and maintaining the quality assurance management according to 
ISO15189. Medical laboratory technologist (MLT) as the team leader 
of the test work who is responsible for data analysis of test results, 
preparing patient’s test report, guiding the routine work and providing 
technical support to technician. Technician is the person who runs the 
experiments assigned by MLT and assists the MLT in primary data 
analysis. However, by the innovation of automated systems and all-in-
one medical testing system, routine laboratory tests and primary data 
analysis are done by the automated testing-computing system (i.e. the 
system becomes “technician”) and the actual technician shifts to be a 
MLT. Hence, job training for MLTs should be well planned especially 
for the freshly graduated employees. Although the technician workflow 
is relatively tedious, it may provide sufficient time to the new staff to 
practice and improve technical skills in laboratory works and further 
learn how to run for data analysis. After the induction automation, the 
trainee programme should be improved to adapt the integrated testing 
system.

For a typical training programme adapted to automated system for 
MLT, multiple key elements should be involved:  basal and biochemical 
tests and diagnostic tests for half a year or above in order to reconstruct 
the laboratory practices as well as performance of an automated system 
of the new staff member who is certified and gets permission to work 
in an automated clinical laboratory. Examination for any performance 
assessment of the new staff shall be conducted by one to two senior 
MLTs or technical officers. It would be desirable if a joint-institute-
hospital programme is available for MTL students in the final year of 
their programme. After the practical assessment, the fresh MLT will 
conduct routine work in the laboratory for half a year to one year and 
then be admitted to the advanced training programme according to 
performance. The advanced training programme mainly focuses on 
the training of clinical reporting and technical support. The candidates 
should fully familiarize themselves with performing data analysis from 
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the raw data provided and then making interpretation. They are required 
to write a certified clinical report to hospitals and medical doctors under 
the supervision of senior MTLs or chemists. They will also need to learn 
the procedures of troubleshooting regarding an automated system 
and the work of internal audit of the quality management system in 
the laboratory. Senior MLT will ensure laboratory quality control 
and assurance programming within the team, new staff training and 
technical improvement. Senior MLTs will be the final reviewers of the 
clinical test report. Technical officers will be responsible for managing 
the whole laboratory and serve as the internal auditor together with the 
laboratory head. They will also become the coordinators for technical 
transfer and technological innovation in laboratory medicine.

Enhancement for management of medical laboratory
Patient-centred medicine could be enhanced by advanced medical 

quality management as well as improvement of the structure of the 
medical laboratory. To maintain the quality system in a medical 
laboratory, a committee for quality assurance should be established to 
include a laboratory director, two representatives from management 
unit (MU) and frontline testing unit (TU), one from quality 
assurance and maintenance unit (QAMU) and one from research 
and development unit (RDU). The committee should hold an official 
meeting every season and an annual meeting with other medical 
departments to review the work in the medical laboratory and discuss 
the improvement and enhancement policies to the medical laboratory. 
Each unit, i.e. MU-TU, QAMU and RDU should report their work to 
the director monthly.

For the infra-structure of a medical laboratory, there are five key 
units in the laboratory system, namely, TU, MU, QAMU and RDU. 
TU is the largest and core unit in the laboratory consisting of several 
medical technologists (MLTs) and automated systems. Each team 
comprises 4 MLT II who prepare samples, monitor the automated 
system, record the test results and draft the medical report. One MLT I 

as a team leader is responsible for supporting MLT II, organizing daily 
duties of the team and reviewing the medical report. MU is the director 
and coordinator of TU which consists of one laboratory manager and 
two or more senior MLTs. Senior MLTs will be in charge of routine 
operation of the laboratory and the final reviewers of the medical 
report. They are responsible for report validation and arrangement of 
manpower. Laboratory Manager is the operative director of the MU 
and TU. He or she together with senior MLTs may regularly hold 
discussions with RDU for technical improvement. QAMU is quality 
guard in the medical laboratory. The QA team should pay visits to the 
laboratory regularly (like one examination per month and at least one 
internal audit per year) to check whether the laboratory operation, 
data processing and staff training fulfil the requirements of quality 
accreditation in accordance with ISO15189 or CAP accreditation. 
They participate in certification and amendment of standard operation 
protocols. The maintenance team is responsible for preparation of 
maintenance schemes, mechanical trouble shooting and electronic 
database management. QAMU is led by one QA manager with three to 
four members in QA branch and two to three members in maintenance 
branch. RDU is responsible for developing new technology researches 
in clinical sciences, technical transfer to TU and editing standard 
operation protocols with QA team. RDU usually has regular meetings 
with MU for arrangement of staff training. The RDU may have 4 
members with expert experience in clinical sciences (Figure 4).

Conclusion
Laboratory medicine is the frontline medicine in disease diagnosis. 

due to the recent advanced development of molecular medicine and 
automation of the clinical system. It could be foreseen that laboratory 
medicine will contribute substantially to targeted therapy and 
personalised management, especially in cancers. However, systematic 
quality management should be rigorously maintained in order to 
provide high-quality service in medicine.

Figure 4.  Proposed management scheme for an automated medical laboratory. A) Structure of laboratory management committee. The committee should include one laboratory director, 
one representative from management unit, research and development unit and, quality assurance (QA) and maintenance unit respectively. B) Infra-structure of medical laboratory. there are 
five key units in the laboratory system including management unit with laboratory manager and senior medical technologists (MLTs), testing unit with MLTs and automated systems, QA 
and maintenance unit and research and development unit.
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